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Featured Dealmaker: Michael Piazza, Willkie Farr
As a nominee for Energy & Industrials
Dealmaker of the Year for The Deal’s
Middle Market Awards, Piazza, cohead of the firm’s energy practice in
Houston, had a stellar year in 2019.
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For attorneys whose practices revolve around private
equity clients in the oil and gas industry, 2019 was
not an easy year by any measure. Private equity firms
needed to reconcile their investments over the past
several years with the realities of the current world and
begin to explore some alternative options.
Advisers such as Michael De Voe Piazza rose to the
occasion, guiding clients through a series of complex
deals over the year and beyond.
Among those in 2019, Piazza led a Willkie team that
advised Glendale Energy Capital in its $500 million
joint venture platform with TPG Sixth Street Partners
in June, Colony Capital Inc. and an affiliate in a drilling
joint venture with California Resources Corp. to invest
up to $500 million in oil and gas properties in July, and
Pickering Energy Partners Inc. in a strategic $500 million
joint venture with Henry Resources in September. He
also advised Houston-based York Tactical Energy Fund
in a $125 million joint venture in the DJ Basin with
Bayswater Natural Resources in December.

Piazza advised on one of the largest upstream
acquisitions by a private equity platform in 2019 in
its representation of Kalnin investment vehicle BKV ‘s
acquisition of Barnett Shale assets from Devon Energy.
The acquisition includes over 320,000 gross acres and
4,200 producing wells, making BKV the largest natural
gas producer in the Barnett Shale.
As co-head of Willkie’s energy practice and a founding
partner of the firm’s Houston office, Piazza has played
a key role in expanding the firm’s energy platform in
Houston. Among his regular clients are Riverstone
Holdings LLC, Lime Rock Partners, Millennial Energy
Partners, Juniper Capital Advisors LP, Carnelian Energy
Capital Management LP, Denham Capital Management
LP, Samson Resources II LLC and Wafra Inc.
Piazza joined Willkie in 2014 from Bracewell & Giuliani
LLP at the formation of the Houston office. He currently
co-heads the office with Bruce Herzog. He received his
undergraduate degree from Princeton University and his
law degree from Georgetown University.

